Roundtable Questions

1. What are your transportation challenges?

2. What are the opportunities for partnerships in addressing some of these challenges? With other nearby companies, public agencies, Transit agencies, GMU and/or other educational entities?

3. What would you like to see 5, 10, 15 years down the road as far as improvements in the transportation systems and infrastructure?

4. Is there an opportunity for multi-modal options?

5. Are your employees requesting financial or logistical support to encourage alternative modes of transportation during rush hour and throughout the day?

6. Do breakdowns in the transportation system effect your business operations? If so, how?

7. How should we move forward to continue engaging you?
Group 1

1) bedroom communities
   - no cars
   - limited access points
   - need for 1st/last mile
   - need on-demand
     Business aversion to high volume corridor
     Need localized svc to attract/retain talent
   - shared community-based services
   - grow awareness, start the conversation

2)
   - Area on Aging
   - Edu Inst.
   - Quantico? all entities
   - UVA/NOVA network
   - Adventura
   - NVA*

3) yes, přestěhovatina

4) yes

5) yes, přestěhovatina

6) yes
Challenges

Housing/Jobs Disconnect
White collar influx
Blue collar exit

Poor East/West Connections

Some Areas Underserved by Transit
Most Vulnerable Populations Are Using Most Expensive Transportation

Disconnect Between Have & Have Nots

Transportation Improvements Need to Be in Place Before Town Center
To Get Buy-In Need to Go to Employers
Need for Real-Time Transit Info
Need Dedicated Funding to Provide Transportation for Those In Need
Need Regional Wide Fare Payment
1. Transportation Challenges

- to get support for programs such as Vanpooling/carpooling
- Students want more options for getting to campus
- Innovation corridor - will it be turned a "center for activity" by the Council of Governments
- Geographically dispersed campuses with staff / students needing to travel to and from
- Bringing awareness of existing programs to Commuters (carpooling/vanpooling & Ridesharing)

2. Transportation Improvements

- Automated Trolley for City of Manassas
- Improved connectivity between NDVA campuses (maybe increase shuttles that are currently doing very well between Annandale & Alexandria campuses)
- Roadway infrastructure - bike lanes

3. How to engage moving forward

- One-on-one face to face mtgs. - take the message directly to the audience
- More regularly scheduled "info sessions"
- On-line presence
- Broadcast the message - it's not only about getting people to and from work, but getting residents access to healthcare, recreation, shopping
- Travel training - personalize the messages
- Better define the areas of focus